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Archaism, Belatedness and Modernization: 

“Old” English in the Twelfth Century 

ABSTRACT 

This article edits and discusses a series of twelfth-century annotations from a late-tenth-

century copy of Ælfric's Catholic Homilies, using them to explore a series of key questions 

regarding English literary culture in the post-Conquest period, including the relationship 

between the recopying and rereading of Old English texts and the composition of new, early 

Middle English texts; the audience for such works; and the intelligibility and cultural status of 

Old English in the twelfth century. 

 

 

The over one hundred and fifty years between the accession of Edward the Confessor in 1042 

and the Fourth Lateran Council of 1216 comprise one of the most obscure periods of English 

literary history.1 In 1042, English was the language of choice for pedagogy, scholarship, 

literature and bureaucracy. By 1140, the situation had changed considerably: the dominant 

language of learning, literature and government was now Latin and courtly, religious, and 

practical literature in Anglo-Norman was carving out a new coterie audience. There was little 

new writing in English, an activity which only resumes, disparately and fitfully, towards the 

end of the twelfth century, with the composition of texts like The Orrmulum, the Proverbs of 

Alfred and the Katherine Group Life of St Margaret.2 

The status of English during this period has been the subject of prolonged and partisan 

critical debate. A series of scholars – E. A. Freeman, R. W. Chambers, R. M. Wilson – 

argued that early Middle English texts like the Ancrene Wisse and Laȝamon’s Brut descend 

genetically from earlier English prose and verse, suggesting that the connection could be 
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explained by the recopying of Old English in the twelfth century and the existence of a 

substantial literary tradition, partly written, partly oral, but now almost completely invisible.3 

Other scholars, most recently Christopher Cannon, take the opposite view, stressing that post-

Conquest English textual activity was extremely limited and describing the twelfth century as 

a period of rupture or hiatus.4 

Fortunately, we are now in a better position than ever to assess the validity of these 

opposite characterisations of the period.5 The work of Mary Swan, Elaine Treharne and 

others has demonstrated beyond question that a considerable range of Old English texts – 

including vernacular translations, homilies, laws and prognostics  - was copied throughout the 

twelfth century.6 Texts were also newly translated into English at this time.7 Pre-Conquest 

manuscripts did not languish in armaria, but continued to be read, annotated and used.8 Texts 

were copied at a range of centres, perhaps particularly Benedictine monasteries or secular 

cathedrals, and perhaps particularly in certain areas like the West Midlands and Kent.9 

Scribes took a range of approaches to copying Old English; some were literatim copyists who 

preserved the texts and their orthography as closely as they could; others worked editorially, 

modernising the language and adapting the content of the works they copied;10 the majority 

adopted an intermediate approach. All in all, it is clear that the view that the twelfth century 

represents a hiatus or rupture in English literary history is untenable. 

Major problems remain, however. One particular difficulty is why early Middle 

English works like the Ormulum and Katherine Group do not show a more substantial debt to 

Old English prose,11 and why these texts appear, or choose to appear, ‘profound[ly] isolat[ed] 

from immediate vernacular models and examples, from any local precedent for the writing of 

English’.12 Another outstanding question concerns the status and character of the English 

language in the twelfth century, a question that relates both to its use relative to Latin, French 

and even Norse, but also to the variation between different dialects and registers of English. 
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Among the learned bi- and trilingualism must have been relatively common, but such 

linguistic facility was rare in other sections of society. It is now commonplace to read that to 

write in English in the twelfth century was deliberately to differentiate oneself, but this ready 

equation of language choice and identity is questionable.13  Such statements also seriously 

underestimate the pragmatic imperative of using English in some contexts, for example 

preaching.14 While scholars have posited a range of different audiences for English texts in 

the twelfth century – including monastic pueri or conversi, members of the lower clergy with 

little Latin and no French, viri idonei employed to preach vicariously on behalf of cathedral 

clergy, and secular vowesses, these suggestions necessarily remain speculative and the likely 

number of readers of English texts is unknown and perhaps unknowable.15 The chronological, 

regional and stylistic variations between different types of twelfth-century English have 

received even less attention, in part because much of the evidence is forbiddingly intractable. 

As I mentioned above, twelfth-century copying practices form a cline from extreme 

conservatism to partial modernisation; this means that much of the English in twelfth-century 

copies of earlier texts was archaic, in orthography, inflectional morphology and syntax. 

Acknowledging this raises a host of questions about how long, how readily and how widely 

Old English remained intelligible,16  and how long late West Saxon retained its prestige as a 

standard language.17         

It should be clear that a better understanding of the English language in the twelfth 

century will be key to rewriting the literary history of this period. Unfortunately, the most 

plentiful sources of data – manuscripts containing late copies of Old English texts and 

cartulary copies of Old English documents – must be discounted, at least initially, because we 

cannot be sure how far their forms reflect the habitual usage of their scribes, or that of their 

exemplars.18 As the compilers of the Linguistic Atlas of Early Medieval English  comment 

(note again the rhetoric of ‘rupture’):19 
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The main reason for this complexity [of early Middle English writing] is the contingent 

rupture of the tradition of writing English that occurred after the Norman Conquest. A set of 

‘text communities’ that had been accustomed to producing a large portion of its official and 

other documentation in its own vernacular was tipped into a new praxis. For a century 

English was not generally not used as a written medium except for some copying of Old 

English legal documents into monastic registers and cartularies. In some centres Old English 

religious texts also continued to be copied. Although these ‘transitional’ texts show some 

orthographical developments that may well reflect changes in the contemporary language of 

the copyists, for the most part they are still recognizably Old English. We have no evidence, 

until the mid to late 12th century, of what could be called spontaneously produced up-to-date 

written English. 

 

LAEME justifiably does not consider twelfth-century copies of Old English texts and 

documents, but it omits one major class of ‘spontaneously produced, up-to-date written 

English’, namely twelfth-century alterations to earlier manuscripts. This article edits one such 

series of alterations, suggesting they and similar alterations cast significant new light on the 

process and progress of language change, the comprehensibility of Old English in the twelfth 

century and the uses of Old English texts in this period. 

LONDON, BRITISH LIBRARY, ROYAL 7 C. XII 

London, British Library, Royal 7 C. xii, fols. 4-218, is a copy of Ælfric’s first series of 

Catholic Homilies, thought to contain the homilist’s own autograph corrections, and therefore 

to have been produced at Cerne around 990.20 The text was the work of two main hands, and 

contains numerous contemporary alterations.21 Its particular relevance here derives from the 

presence of three layers of post-Conquest alterations, which together comprise over 150 
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interventions to six homilies. The alterations in Royal 7 C. xii have been studied twice before, 

but on neither occasion exhaustively or wholly accurately.22 The majority of these alterations 

are in a distinctive hand which can be dated to the second half of the twelfth century. In the 

course of preparing the homilies for preaching, this annotator selectively adapted Ælfric’s 

homilies to the needs of a new audience by clarifying Ælfric’s argument, modifying his style 

and modernising the language of the text. His annotations, the principal focus of this paper, 

are an invaluable source for understanding the dynamics of English literary culture in the 

second half of the twelfth century. 

The annotations are found in six homilies, those for Quinquagesima Sunday, the First 

Sunday in Lent, Palm Sunday, Easter Sunday, the First Sunday after Easter and Tuesday of 

Rogationtide.23 The annotators thus focussed on Lent and its aftermath, an interest that has 

been identified in other sermon collections from the period.24 It is also worth emphasising 

that the annotators were selective, showing no interest in Ælfric’s homilies for a mid-Lent 

Sunday, the Annunciation, the Second Sunday after Easter, the Monday and Wednesday of 

Rogationtide, and Ascension Day which lay between the annotated texts in the Catholic 

Homilies sequence. It may be that the annotators were not required to preach on these days, 

or that, if they did preach, they used a different homiliary or homiliaries.25 There are also 

disparities in the level of interest particular annotators showed in the individual homilies: the 

late-eleventh or early-twelfth-century hand (here referred to as the ‘early hand’) makes 

substantive modifications to only one homily, that for the First Sunday in Easter, while also 

making a minor adjustment to the homily for Easter Sunday, where his intervention is the 

only one by any hand;26 and the ‘scratchy hand’, who may have been his contemporary, is 

only found in the Palm Sunday homily.27 The ‘late hand’, who is the main focus of this paper, 

is found in all six homilies except that for Easter Sunday. In addition, several of the homilies 

contain other interventions which are likely to be post-Conquest, though it is not possible to 
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attribute them to a particular scribe.28 I will now discuss the Late Hand’s interventions in 

detail. 

THE LATE HAND 

The Late Hand was responsible for at least 115 interventions in five homilies. This section 

describes the different types of alterations he made and establishes the date of his 

interventions through an examination of his script, before turning to a detailed exploration of 

what the language and interests of his annotations can tell us about English literary culture in 

the second half of the twelfth century. 

The Late Hand’s modifications to the homilies in Royal 7 C. xii include 

orthographical alterations, substitutions and insertions motivated by pragmatic and stylistic 

concerns, suggested deletions, and attempts to clarify the visual articulation of the text. The 

following examples of each type are taken from Ælfric’s homily for the Tuesday of 

Rogationtide:29 

 

91v/24 = 326/42  se welega \man/ 

92v/10 = 327/73  a cross-shape drawn before þæt forme gebed is 

92v/20 = 328/81  gereorde: speche 

93r/12 = 328/94 7 beoð ðonne gelice englum \7 hy þonne farað mid gode sulfe. 

7 mid his engle on ece gefean heofenerices. þer is merð. 7 

mirhð. 7 ece blisse./  

93r/16 = 328/98  þe on eorþan sind\e/ 

94r/20-1 = 330/142 cross-shapes drawn before and after oððæt ge cumon to anum 

feorðlinge 

 

The alteration of sind to sinde by the interlineation of an e an example of a purely 

orthographical modification.30 The Late Hand did not make such orthographical alterations 

very often, but did so frequently enough to problematise the view that twelfth-century scribes 
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were unconcerned about orthography.31 The interlineation of speche above gereorde is an 

instance of a single-word substitution. Such interlineations have sometimes been described as 

‘glosses’.32 While they do resemble glosses visually, and while explanatory glosses are found 

in twelfth-century vernacular manuscripts,33 the term is misleading since it is clear that the 

Late Hand intended the original word used by Ælfric to be deleted and replaced with the 

word he interlined.34 I have also avoided another term found occasionally in the literature, 

‘modernisation’, since some of these interlineations introduce a less current synonym into the 

text.35 This article accordingly prefers to describe these interventions as ‘substitutions’. 

The noun man, interlined and marked for addition after the adjective welega by a 

small comma-like mark on the base-line, is an example of a single-word insertion. Like the 

other two annotators, the Late Hand seems to have disliked the common Old English custom 

of using adjectives absolutely, and is frequently found inserting a noun after an adjective used 

in this manner.36 A more substantial insertion is found in the margin of fol. 93r/12, 

amplifying Ælfric’s description of the joys which the community of the elect will command 

in heaven: 7 hy þonne farað mid gode sulfe 7 mid his engle on ece gefean heofenerices, þer is 

merð 7 mirhð 7 ece blisse. This corresponds to a passage from Wulfstan’s homily on the 

Creed, but it is likely that the Late Hand was recalling the words from memory.37 The Late 

Hand also marked sections of the homilies for omission, by making a cross-shaped mark 

before and after the text to be ignored and thereby placing the rejected material in 

parenthesis. This had the effect of preserving Ælfric’s original words and at the same time 

discounting them. Somewhat confusingly, such crosses are also used to clarify the structure 

of the text, as is the case with the cross before þæt forme gebed is.38 Here the text marked for 

omission is the temporal clause oððæt ge cumon to anum feorðling. In this part of the homily, 

Ælfric is explaining the fifth petition of the Lord’s Prayer (et dimitte nobis debita nostra sicut 

nos dimittimus debitoribus nostris) and very briefly refers to Mt 5:25-6 with its metaphorical 
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reference to repaying the novissimum quadrantem. While Ælfric seems to take it for granted 

that his audience will recognise the reference and accept that the repayment of the last 

farthing tropologically represents the satisfaction of all sin, the Late Hand does not and marks 

the allusion for omission. Such concern for accessibility is typical of the Late Hand’s 

activities.        

This brief discussion of these examples of the Late Hand’s interventions in Ælfric’s 

homily for the Tuesday of Rogationtide has given a representative selection of his 

interventions, though it should be noted that he also frequently modified the punctuation and 

introduced slashes to clarify any confusing word division. As I argue below, these alterations, 

substitutions, deletions and insertions are usually motivated by pragmatic and stylistic 

concerns. I now turn to a discussion of his script to establish the date of his use of the 

manuscript. 

The Late Hand wrote a hybrid protogothic minuscule, using the insular letter forms of 

æ, g, ð, þ and ƿ, the Caroline forms of f, h and s, as well as long-tailed r, a graph normally 

found in documentary script and informal bookhand.39 The script has a spindly appearance, a 

consequence of the scribe’s habit of accentuating features like the tongue of e, and the 

downstokes of f, r and s. The currency of the script and the frequent mechanical errors in the 

formation of individual letters suggest he wrote hastily.40 A variety of features enable the 

script to be dated to the second half of the twelfth century, or perhaps slightly earlier.41 

Descenders invariably taper and curve to the left, a feature found in hands dating from 

after the mid-twelfth century. This is particularly the case with long-tailed r, a form found in 

documentary hands from the late eleventh century, but only in vernacular bookhands from the 

middle of the twelfth century.42 The scribe uses Caroline g in engles (fol. 59v/17) and grime 

(fol. 95/12), but insular ȝ elsewhere (e. g. enȝle, 93r/12). This may suggest he was aware of 

the convention of using g and ȝ to distinguish between the stop and the spirant, a practice not 
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found before the middle of the twelfth century. These features are sufficient to date the 

scribe’s hand to the second half of the twelfth century. It is notable that he uses a number of 

scribal practices typically rare in vernacular hands, including superscript i as a syllabic 

suspension for –in- (niminge, fols. 93v/15, 95v/16) and 2-shaped r (laford, fol. 73v/7). These 

habits suggest he was also accustomed to write in Latin. 

We can now examine the scribe’s orthography in light of this dating of his hand. It is 

worth reiterating the value of his interventions as a rare witness to spontaneously-written 

twelfth-century English. Twelfth-century English spelling has often been dismissed as 

archaic and inconsistent.43 This means there are as yet few resources for contextualising the 

Late Hand’s orthography.44 Investigation is also hampered by the limited number of 

interventions the Late Hand made. I am accordingly reluctant to offer any phonological 

interpretation of his spellings, and restrict my analysis to orthography.45 Nonetheless, a clear 

picture emerges of a scribe whose orthography has a complex relationship with the late West 

Saxon Schriftsprache, spelling conventions borrowed from Latin and Anglo-Norman, and 

contemporary spoken English. Where he was writing remains unknown.46   

The Late Hand adheres closely to late West-Saxon orthographic norms for 

representing stressed vowels and diphthongs, according to contact linguists the phonological 

segments subject to the strongest interlingual pressure.47 His spelling gives no indication that 

/eo(:)/ had monophthongised to /e(:)/ (e. g. weorche, fol. 58v/15; deofel, fol. 57r/5),48 or that 

/a:/ had become /o:/ (e. g. lare, fol. 72v/6).49 There are also no examples of <æ> for /e(:)/, 

unlike in Bodley 343, where confusion of <æ> and <e> is endemic.50 With unstressed vowels 

and consonants, by contrast, the Late Hand proves unable to (or choses not to) deploy the 

conventions of the Schriftsprache. In unstressed syllables, late West Saxon æ, e and o 

generally appear as <e> (e. g. staþelwest, fol. 58r/12; caseren, fol. 82r/14; laferd, fol. 91r/8), 

though there are exceptions.51 Some aspects of his consonantal orthography may reflect 
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familiarity with written French,52 particularly his use of <ch> for both the palatal affricate /tʃ/ 

and the voiceless velar stop /k/ (both spelt <c> in late West Saxon),53 and <u> for voiced f.54 

The Late Hand’s accidence is also mixed, blending adherence to some late West Saxon 

norms with spellings which reflect ongoing morphological simplification. With the exception 

of DAT PL in –e or –en (engle, fol. 57r/12; caseren, fol. 82r/14), the late West Saxon 

inflectional system for strong masculine nouns is intact.55 In contrast, feminine nouns have 

been reduced to –ø in NOM SG and –e elsewhere, while neuter nouns show –ø in NOM SG, -es 

GEN SG and –e otherwise. A few questionable cases aside, the only adjectival inflection the 

Late Hand uses is –e. 

The Late Hand is thus a scribe whose language is mixed, showing an awareness of 

many of the norms of the late West Saxon Schriftsprache but also a number of more 

contemporary features. It is evident that he did not simply ‘write as he spoke’, but (to some 

extent, at least) wrote in accordance with a system of orthographical conventions.56 It is 

unclear whether he was taught these relic conventions of the Schriftsprache, or whether he 

gleaned them for himself by reading and studying tenth- and eleventh-century vernacular 

manuscripts. Nor was he a monoglot reader, as his familiarity with Latin and perhaps French 

spelling conventions shows. 

This brief assessment of the Late Hand’s language shows that at least one twelfth-

century scribe was capable of writing an intelligible and relatively consistent form of the 

language under his own initiative. It also shows that certain features of the late West Saxon 

Schriftsprache retained their influence. This assessment is key to understanding the 

alterations he makes in Royal 7 C. xii. I will discuss the lexical and syntactic changes he 

intrudes, before evaluating what the interventions tell us about his cultural horizons. I 

conclude by making some suggestions about the function of the alterations. 
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Many of the Late Hand’s interventions consist of single word subsitutions, like the 

replacement of gereorde with speche discussed above. These substitutions can be grouped 

into three classes: 

 

(A) The OE word being replaced is not found in MED (e. g. mærsian) 

(B) The OE word being replaced is found in MED, but there only attested in late copies of 

OE texts (e. g. onbryrd) 

(C) The OE word being replaced is found in MED (e. g. neowolnes) 

 

In the first example, from the homily for Quinquagesima Sunday, heredoe [sic] 

replaces mærsode (fol. 52r/21). Mǣrsian is found thirty-six times in the Catholic Homilies, 

but the MED lists no reflex of the verb current in Middle English.57 Type A words should 

provisionally be considered obsolete in twelfth-century English. In my example of a type B 

word, from the homily for Quadragesima Sunday, staþelwest supersedes onbryrd (fol. 

58r/12). The participial adjective onbryrd, ‘inspired, excited, moved’, is attested only once in 

MED, with a passage from Belfour 13, a homily against avarice which also occurs in a 

manuscript from the first half of the eleventh century.58 This example illustrates some of the 

difficulties in assessing the purpose of these substitutions. Staþelwest, ‘steadfast, sure’, is not 

synonymous with onbryrd. This may be because the Late Hand did not know a synonym for 

onbryrd, a conjecture which finds support from the Historical Thesaurus of English;59 

alternatively, he may have had stylistic reasons for preferring the alliterative strang 7 

staþelwest.60 Nonetheless, type B words should provisionally be considered obsolescent in 

twelfth-century English. The type C example given above concerns the replacement of 

nywelnysse with helle (fol. 60r/3). The noun is found once in early Middle English, in Vices 
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and Virtues.61 Type C words must provisionally be considered current in twelfth-century 

English. 

I will now give some further examples of each type of substitution, beginning with 

Type A. In his Palm Sunday homily, Ælfric notes that Christ asked his disciples to fetch a 

simple ass rather than a modigne stedan mid gyldenum gerædum gefrætwode. OE geræde, 

‘trappings, accoutrements of a horse’, is rare, and has no Middle English reflex according to 

the MED, thus making it a Type A word. The Late Hand substitutes refe (fol. 73r/20). The 

noun geræde was also replaced by several other twelfth-century scribes when they copied this 

homily.62 It is possible that the potential confusion with the OE noun rād, ‘ride, riding, 

expedition’, and possibly rǣd, ‘advice, counsel’, contributed to the term’s obsolesence.63 

There is another example of a Type A substitution in this homily, when Ælfric explains that 

the people who greeted Christ on his entry to Jerusalem allegorically represent the patriarchs 

and prophets of the Old Testament (þa heahfæderas 7 þa witegan þe wæron ær Cristes 

flæsclicnysse). Here the Late Hand rewrites the adverbial phrase of time as <ær> hi boren 

wes (fol. 74v/9). The noun flæsclicnyss, ‘incarnation (of Christ)’, is attested nine times in Old 

English, but only twice outside Ælfric’s Catholic Homilies.64 According to the MED, 

fleshlinesse is only found in Middle English after 1400.65 It is more likely this form was 

coined anew from ME flēsh than that it represents the underground survival of OE 

flæsclicnyss. The Late Hand seems to have lacked a direct synonym for flæsclicnyss and so 

uses a periphrasis, <ær> hi boren wes, his habitual solution to this common problem.66 

A further example of a Type B substitution comes from Ælfric’s Quadragesima 

homily, where he is explaining the difference between bodily and spiritual sustenance. Ælfric 

compares the soul that does not know the law with the body that does not have food or cannot 

eat (oððe ne mæg mete þicgean, fol. 58r/8). The Late Hand here replaces þicgean with 

brucan. The Old English verb þicgan meant ‘eat’, a sense widely attested in twelfth-century 
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manuscripts, but it subsequently developed the pejorative meaning ‘to beg, ask for charity; 

beg for (food), get (one's food) by begging’.67 The substitution may indicate that þicgan 

already had this sense in the Late Hand’s dialect. 

Substitutions belonging to Type C are often stylistically motivated. In his Palm 

Sunday homily, Ælfric suggests that entry to heaven depends on both God’s grace and our 

good works (ge Godes gifu, ge eac ure agen geornfulnyss). The reflex of geornfulnyss is 

widely attested in early Middle English texts,68 yet the Late Hand replaces the noun with 

þerfe (fol. 73r/16), an alteration that emphasises salvation is dependent on God’s 

indulgence.69 A more trivial example is the substitution of min Lafeord for min God in a 

passage from the homily for the first Sunday after Easter (Þomas þa sceawode 7 grapode 7 

cwæþ him to, ‘þu eart min Drihten 7 min God’, fol. 81r/7-8) where Ælfric is translating Jn 

20.28 (respondit Thomas et dixit ei Dominus meus et Deus meus). This substitution thus 

draws the homily further away from the Vulgate. If the scribe were copying an exemplar, 

such a substitution might be explained as unconscious. Here, however, the Late Hand is 

annotating and the substitution must be considered conscious and purposeful, even if that 

purpose remains obscure.  

My final example is both complicated and interesting. It concerns the replacement of 

templ with hus twice in Ælfric’s homily for Tuesday in Rogationtide (fols. 92v/4, 5). The first 

reference is to þæs halgan gastes templ, the second to deofles templ. Temple is current 

throughout Middle English, and could refer to both ‘a building dedicated to the worship of a 

pagan god or gods or which housed an idol’ and ‘a place of Christian worship, a church; a 

building devoted to the worship of God’, as Ælfric’s double usage requires.70 It is therefore 

difficult to explain the substitution, but one possible reason may be that the Late Hand 

preferred a Germanic word like hus to a Latin borrowing because its identical Anglo-Norman 

reflex had developed unwanted cultural connotations.71 The Late Hand’s lexical substitutions 
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thus perform complex stylistic work, effacing obsolete lexis, revising passages which had 

become obscure through semantic change and reworking Ælfrician theology. A particularly 

remarkable feature is the absence of any lexemes of Norse or Anglo-Norman origin.      

Previous work on lexical substitution has been content to rely on the accumulated 

evidence of historical dictionaries to assess the significance of such changes.72 However, as 

the examples above show, the MED and OED cannot be relied upon for accurate testimony 

about the occurrence of particular lexical items in twelfth-century manuscripts containing 

pre-Conquest texts.73 It is likely the collection of further data will diminish the corpus of 

Type A words substantially. We also need a much clearer understanding of lexical 

obsolesence in twelfth-century English. Some of the substitutions made by the Late Hand can 

be paralleled from other manuscripts. For example, he replaces syrewydon with þoȝten in 

Ælfric’s Palm Sunday homily (fol. 75r/5). In Bodley 343, the text scribe likewise explains 

syrwdon with a gloss, .i. þohten. The Tremulous Hand glosses syrwan fourteen times in the 

three homiliaries studied by Franzen, most frequently with the verb insidiare.74 Such 

substitutions and glosses can be taken as evidence that this section of the text had become 

obscure to a range of readers, and strongly suggest that the verb sierwan was obsolete in 

twelfth-century English. Collecting and editing lexical substitutions from other manuscripts 

will eventually enable us to refine the history of the English language in the twelfth century.75 

The gloss to syrwdon in the Palm Sunday homily in Bodley 343 raises a complicated, 

but common, issue relating to the coherence of twelfth-century handlings of Old English 

texts. MED sirwen (v.) should be considered a Type B word, because it is attested in two late 

copies of Old English texts; suprisingly, one of these texts is a homily found in Bodley 343, 

copied in the same hand as the Palm Sunday homily quoted in the previous paragraph.76 It is 

not clear why the scribe should have glossed sierwan on one occasion, but not on another. 

One possible explanation is that the scribe had a different exemplar for each homily,77 but 
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such inconsistencies are found even when a scribe was working independently of an 

exemplar.78  

What is clear is that the verb sierwan was obsolescent in the twelfth century. It was 

not part of the active repetoire of any early Middle English writer, yet must have been 

retained in the passive repetoire of readers like the main scribe of Bodley 343.79 This implies 

there was a considerable disjunction between the style (comprising lexis, syntax, morphology 

and so on) of texts derived the Old English tradition and contemporary twelfth-century 

English. Much of the English copied and read in the twelfth century was archaic and, 

seemingly, proud of it. 

This suggestion finds some support from contemporary texts. Giving Margaret’s dies 

natalis at the end of the Katherine Group Life of St Margaret, the author writes:80 

 

Þus þe eadi meiden, Margarete bi nome, i þe moneð þet on ure ledene – þet is, ald Englisc – 

is Efterliðe inempnet, ant Iulius o Latin, o þe twentuðe dei, deide wið tintrohe. 

 

The noun Efterliðe is extremely rare in Old English, and this is its sole appearance in 

Middle English.81 This passage implies, first, that the noun efterliðe was considered ald 

Englisc (though quite what the text means by ald Englisc is unclear),82 and, second and more 

radically, that ald Englisc was the language of the author and his audience. This complex 

statement warrants detailed consideration, but it is sufficient here to note the author’s evident 

desire to preserve recondite Old English lexemes, his retrospection and his sense of being 

culturally belated.83 

An abstruse passage in Gerald of Wales’ Descriptio Kambriae may suggest he too 

perceived a disparity between twelfth-century literary English and contemporary spoken 

English:84 
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Sicut in australibus Angliae finibus, et praecipue circa Devoniam, Anglica lingua hodie magis 

videtur incomposita: ea tamen, vetustatem longe plus redolens, borealibus insulae partibus 

per crebras Dacorum et Norwagiensium irruptiones valde corruptis, originalis linguae 

proprietatem, et antiquum loquendi modum magis observat. Cuius etiam rei non solum 

argumentum sed et certudinem inde habere potes, quod omnes libros Anglicos Bedae, 

Rabani, regis Aeluerdi, vel aliorum quorumlibet, sub huius idiomatis proprietate scriptos 

invenies. 

 

Gerald implies that spoken Southern English, particularly South-Western English, 

was extremely conservative in the second half of the twelfth century, suggesting it continued 

to approximate the Schriftsprache used to record pre-Conquest texts. However, Gerald’s 

frequent use of verbs of seeing rather than hearing (videtur, observat, invenies) hints that he 

is talking principally about the archaism of written language, literary language, here despite 

his references to spoken English.  The marked difference between Northern and Southern 

dialects of English was noted elsewhere in the twelfth century,85 but the emphasis this 

passage places on the archaism of Southern English is unusual. The archaizing habits of 

several early Middle English scribes corroborate the evidence of these two witnesses; 

preserving (or seeming to preserve) good Old English was a priority in the twelfth and early 

thirteenth centuries.86 

The Late Hand’s lexical substitutions highlight the conservatism of other twelfth-

century scribes. Conversely, the conservatism of other twelfth-century scribes suggests the 

Late Hand was unusual in his willingness to make allowances for changes in the currency and 

semantics of particular lexical tokens. His other interventions evince a desire to avoid 

misunderstanding, and this may explain his willingness to update the text of the homilies. It is 

clear that he was closely familiar with a wide range of Anglo-Saxon literature, and valued 
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earlier cultural traditions. That he responded by modernising his text rather than 

conservatively transmitting it verbatim suggests the complexity of twelfth-century English 

textual activity.     

The Late Hand was clearly familiar with a range of pre-Conquest vernacular 

literature. He was sensitive to the intellectual limitations of his audience. One alteration may 

suggest he was adapting the homilies for use in a religious community. I have already 

discussed an intervention in Ælfric’s Homily for Tuesday of Rogationtide which corresponds 

to a passage in Wulfstan’s homily on the Creed and there is, in fact, a second parallel in this 

homily. The passage concerned exhorts the faithful to live righteously by contrasting the 

heavenly reward with the infernal punishment, a contrast amplified by the Late Hand’s 

addition of the subordinate clause þer is ece brune grimme ȝemeȝon (fol. 95r/12).87 This can 

be compared with the phrase ðær is ece bryne grimme gemencged, which occurs in at least 

six Old English homilies, three of which are securely attributed to Wulfstan.88 It is extremely 

likely that these interventions are an example of the mnemonic transmission of Old English 

homiletic language in the twelfth century, or, as it has sometimes been called, memorialised 

reading.89 The vast majority of the Late Hand’s alterations have no affiliation with any extant 

homiletic manuscript. Most appear to be spontaneous and original. This suggests these 

insertions derive from the scribe’s recollection of Wulfstanian or pseudo-Wulfstanian 

homilies. These interventions therefore suggest the view that Wulfstan’s homilies fell out of 

favour in the twelfth century needs to be reexamined.90 

The Late Hand also shows an inclination to introduce conventional homiletic 

collocations into Ælfric’s text.91 In his homily for the First Sunday after Easter, Ælfric 

describes how Christ’s posthumous visit to his apostles inspired them to preach to reðum 

cynegum 7 wælræwum. The Late Hand altered wælræwum to caseren (fol. 82r/14), 

substituting a noun for an adjective, and creating the collocation cynegum 7 caseren, found in 
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both The Seafarer and Old English homilies, and after the Conquest, in Katherine Group 

texts.92 We might also recall his emendation of the text to create the formulaic alliterative 

collocation strang 7 staþelwest (fol. 58r/12). 

Many of the Late Hand’s alterations simplify and clarify the text, as if he were aware 

that it might be misunderstood. Some examples from Ælfric’s homily for Quadragesima 

Sunday will illustrate the point. Where Ælfric’s text reads þa genam se deoful hine, the Late 

Hand replaces the pronoun hine with þone dricten (fol. 57r/10).93  He adds adverbs and 

conjunctions for emphasis: þe hyne \siþþe/ gewylde (fol. 59r/7); 7 þone forsihð \he þene/ (fol. 

59r/22). He identifies þone frumscapenan man as Adam (fol. 60v/15).94 When Ælfric relays 

Satan’s attempts to tempt Jesus by quoting the Psalms, the Late Hand stresses the impiety of 

the devil’s words by inserting the clause wed se deofel (fols. 57r/12, 19). All these suggest 

that the Late Hand had less confidence in his audience’s religious knowledge, capacity for 

comprehension and intellectual sophistication than Ælfric had when he wrote the homilies. 

They have thus been made more accessible, a trend identified in other twelfth-century 

adaptations of Old English homilies.95 This may suggest twelfth-century preachers were 

engaging with broader audiences than their Anglo-Saxon predecessors. 

This brings us to the function of these alterations. We can readily dismiss the 

possibility that they are the Late Hand’s personal annotations written during the course of a 

devotional reading of Ælfric. He evidently understood that the byrig Ælfric mentions at the 

end of his homily for Quinquagesima Sunday was heaven, and so would have had no reason 

to record this by replacing byrig with blisse heofenerices (fol. 56r/22). Such alterations show 

that he is writing with an audience in mind, an audience whose intellectual abilities he 

understood well.96 This suggests he was preparing the homilies to preach them, or emending 

the text of the manuscript ready for copying. Either scenario is possible, but the duty to 

preach is perhaps a more likely explanation of his decision to limit his alterations to selected 
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homilies (though it is also possible to explain this selectiveness by positing that he was 

compiling a new collection of homilies drawn from multiple exemplars). This new collection 

would presumably have been intended for preaching, but may also have been read 

devotionally. One alteration tantilisingly suggests a monastic audience. Ælfric finishes his 

homily for Tuesday in Rogationtide with some reflections on the unity of the church, stating 

that the whole body suffers whenever one of its limbs is disobedient. He then applies this 

conclusion to his audience: swa we sceolon eac gif bið an ure geferena on sumere 

earfoðnysse, ealle we sceolon his yfel besargian 7 hogian ymbe þa bote. The Late Hand 

replaces geferena with broþra (fol. 96v/13). Since gefera survives until at least 1300, this 

change is probably stylistic, like other Type C alterations.97 Broþer may therefore indicate the 

Late Hand was tailoring this hortatory address to an audience, presumptively male, of monks 

or lay patrons.98 The evidence is not at all conclusive, however, and much remains uncertain 

about the function of his alterations. 

CONCLUSION 

This article has shown that the alterations in Royal 7 C. xii provide important evidence for 

language change in the twelfth century. They witness complex developments in the lexicon, 

including word death and semantic shift. Borrowings from Old Norse and Anglo-Norman are 

notable by their absence. They reveal some of the ways in which English syntax was 

changing in the twelfth century. The Late Hand’s spelling shows that, through either 

institutional training or the private study of older manuscripts, it was possible to produce a 

relatively coherent orthography in the second half of the twelfth century, drawing on the late 

West Saxon Schriftsprache and some newer conventions. All in all, these alterations disclose 

how significantly English had changed in the one hundred years after the Conquest. 

Acknowledging the significance of these changes forces us to reconsider the function 

of twelfth-century copies of Old English texts, many of which conservatively reproduce the 
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language of their exemplars. In its zeal to show that such manuscripts were not merely 

antiquarian essays in preserving the past, recent scholarship has perhaps missed the 

significance of their conservatism. The absence of modernisation suggests these manuscripts 

were archaic and proudly so, showing a respect for Old English language and literature which 

persists in the earliest Early Middle English texts. 

The Late Hand’s annotations also attest to the vitality of vernacular preaching in the 

twelfth century. He twice invigorated Ælfric’s homily for Tuesday in Rogationtide with 

Wulfstanian rhetoric, apparently recalled from memory. He occasionally modified Ælfric’s 

text to create a formulaic collocation like strang 7 staþolfæst or cynegum 7 caseren. While 

there is some limited evidence that the Rogationtide homily was preached to monks or the 

monastery’s lay patrons, the audience of the other homilies may have been wider. The 

simplification of the homilies’ theological content and the reduction in the amount of 

knowledge they take for granted certainly suggest a broader audience than Ælfric initially 

imagined. 

The alterations in Royal 7 C. xii are not an isolated source of information. Substantive 

twelfth-century modifications are found in other pre-Conquest homiliaries,99 while some 

twelfth-century copies of earlier texts significantly modernised their exemplars and thus 

provide complementary evidence.100 Identifying, collecting and editing this evidence will 

reveal more about the dynamics of twelfth-century English literary culture. Moreover, once 

this programme has been completed, we will be able to offer a much more accurate account 

of the English language in the twelfth century than that presently offered by the OED and 

MED. Lexical substitutions offer uniquely direct evidence about the process of linguistic 

obsolesence, and will permit significant revisions to the HTE. The comparison of subsitutions 

from different manuscripts will show that obsolesence is not only chronologically but also 

geographically variable.101 A better understanding of the English language in the twelfth 
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century – especially its spelling, lexicon, and syntax – should help date and localise twelfth-

century manuscripts and texts, and, in particular, should help with the difficult issue of 

whether texts which survive only in post-Conquest manuscripts are likely to be post-

Conquest compositions. 

This paper has given a detailed account of one reader of Ælfric active in the second 

half of the twelfth century, a period that also saw the composition of Orrm’s ambitious, 

eponymous sermon cycle. The Late Hand found no difficulty in understanding Ælfric’s 

homilies, and evidently considered his homilies appropriate spiritual nourishment for a 

contemporary audience. Orrm was able to recall ideas and phrases from both Ælfric and 

Wulfstan, but nevertheless decided to compose his own sermon cycle, using the most modern 

exegetical tools. Orrm’s work does not allude to Ælfric, and certainly did not displace 

Ælfric’s homilies. Orrm was an Augustinian canon in the East Midlands, perhaps at Bourne; 

the Late Hand may have been a monk, but he cannot yet be localized. The different 

approaches of the two men suggest that twelfth-century English literary activity was 

extremely variegated, chronologically, regionally and intellectually. Tracing this variety 

should be a major priority if we are to do justice to the complex literary history of this period. 
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and John Scattergood (eds), The Kemble Lectures on Anglo-Saxon Studies, 2005-2008 

(Dublin, 2009), 38 (late eleventh century). There is, however, no reason to presume that the 

linguistic situation in Peterborough was representative of England as a whole. Indeed, 

scholars have recently begun to speculate whether an ability to write the Schriftsprache 
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survived in some areas well into the twelfth century: Susan Irvine, ‘Linguistic Peculiarities in 

Late Copies of Ælfric and their Editorial Implications’, in Jane Roberts and Janet Nelson 

(eds), Essays on Anglo-Saxon and Related Themes in Memory of Lynne Grundy (London, 

2000), 241; Millett, ‘Pastoral Context’, 62-3; Ralph Hanna, ‘Lambeth Palace Library, MS 

487: some problems of early thirteenth-century textual transmission’, in Cate Gunn and 

Catherine Innes-Parker (eds),  Texts and Traditions of Medieval Pastoral Care: essays in 

honour of Bella Millett (Woodbridge, 2009), 83.  

18 The sources are inventoried by Margaret Laing, Catalogue of Sources for a Linguistic Atlas 

of Early Medieval English (Cambridge, 1993). 

19 Margaret Laing and Roger Lass, ‘A Linguistic Atlas of Early Middle English: introduction: 

interpreting Middle English’ (pubd online 2007) 

<http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/laeme1/pdf/Introchap2.pdf>, accessed 4 August 2010, 2. 

20 Reproduced in facsimile by Peter Clemoes and Norman Ellsworth Eliason, Ælfric's First 

Series of Catholic Homilies: British Museum, Royal 7 C. xii, folios 4-218, Early English 

Manuscripts in Facsimile 13 (Copenhagen, 1966). It is the base manuscript for the edition of 

Peter Clemoes, Ælfric's Catholic homilies: the first series: text, EETS s. s. 17 (London, 

1997). I have modernised the punctuation when quoting this edition. 

Fols. 2, 3 are early-eighth-century Northumbrian canon tables, originally from the same 

gospel book as Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 197B and London, British Library, 

Cotton Otho C. v. Fols. 219-31 and the following unnumbered leaf form a twelfth-century 

miscellany, containing extracts from the Gesta Francorum of Gregory of Tours and pseudo-

Augustine, the Latin text of the Gospel of Nicodemus and Cassiodorus’s commentary on 

Psalm 50. These front- and endleaves seem to be post-medieval additions. 

21 These  contemporary alterations have been tabulated by Kathryn Powell for the Inventory 

of Script and Spellings in Eleventh-Century English 
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<http://www.arts.manchester.ac.uk/mancass/C11database/data/annotations/annotation-m88-

1.pdf>, accessed 4 August 2010. 

22 Clemoes and Eliason, British Museum, Royal 7 C. xii, 25-6; Treharne, ‘Reading from the 

Margins’, 341-4. They are also briefly discussed by Treharne, ‘English in the post-Conquest 

Period’, 411-2. 

23 CH 1. 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 19. 

24 Elaine Treharne, ‘Making their Presence Felt: readers of Ælfric, c. 1050-1350’, in Hugh 

Magennis and Mary Swan (eds), A Companion to Ælfric (Boston, 2009), 419. 

25 It is also possible, but less likely, that these intervening homilies had aged better, and were 

felt to be suitable for preaching as they stood.  

26 It is probable the Early Hand’s script can be dated s. xi/xii. The Early Hand’s interventions 

in Ælfric’s homily for the First Sunday after Easter show literary interests similar to those of 

the Late Hand. He attempted to standardise the spelling of the DAT SG MASC. third person 

pronoun as heom (fols. 80v/16, 80v/17 etc), removed instances of the absolute use of 

adjectives (e. g. fol. 81r/21) and made one or two single-word substitutions, replacing ōga 

with ōnhrop and dolgswæð with wund (e. g. fols. 80v/15, 81r/5). The majority of his 

interventions clarify Ælfric’s text, however. He identifies the maiden who bore Christ as 

Mary (fol. 81r/21) and inserts speech markers like he cwæð eft (fol. 81v/10). Most 

interestingly, he explains Ælfric’s reference to þone stincendan lazarum alludes to se hæfde 

gebeon þreo dagas under eorðan. According to the only biblical account of this miracle, Jn 

11:1-45, Lazarus was dead for four days before Christ raised him to life. The error is 

surprising. 

27 The Scratchy Hand, whose activities may date from the early twelfth century, primarily 

made stylistic changes (e. g. fols. 72r/9, 73r/12), but also replaced obsolescent vocabulary (e. 

g. fol. 74r/3), clarified the referents of pronouns (e. g. fol. 75r/15) and removed instances of 
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adjectives used substantively (fols. 72r/4, 73r/19). His literary interests are thus very similar 

to those of both other annotators. 

28 One final post-Conquest hand is found in the manuscript, writing séc héræfter ofer þar[e] 

feorðan cýna (‘look forward beyond the fourth quaternion’) at the base of fol. 124v.   

29 I give the folio and line number where each alteration occurs, followed by the page and line 

number from Clemoes’ edition. The following conventions are used: 

mærsode: heredoe heredoe substituted for mærsode 

þone blindan \man/ man interlined for insertion after blindan 

Since the Late Hand uses both Caroline and insular g, I have preserved this distinction. The 

graph ƿ is invariably transcribed as <w>. Abbreviations have been silently expanded. 

30 The reason for the alteration is obscure. The form is evidently PRES IND 3 PL (lWS sind, 

sindon), and it is possible that the inflection is a reduced form of –on. This variant is partly 

recorded in the dictionaries – DOE (s. v. bēon) includes a variant spelling synde, while MED 

lists only sind(en (s. v. bēn) – but absent from the grammars (Campbell §768(d); Brunner 

§73). The spelling synde occurs only once in the LAEME corpus, in an excerpt from the 

Wintney version of the Benedictine Rule (London, British Library, Cotton Claudius D. iii 

(Wintney, s. xiii1)), though it is apparently well-attested as a variant form in very late Old 

English, found in Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 303 (s. xii1); Cambridge, University 

Library, Ii. 3. 33 (s. xii2); and Salisbury, Cathedral Library, 150 (OE Gloss, s. xi/xii), and 

several post-Conquest cartularies. The spelling is particularly interesting in Royal 7 C. xii 

because the Late Hand must have made a conscious decision to alter the standard lWS form 

to sinde. His decision becomes even more remarkable when one considers that some 

contemporary scribes – such as the scribe of London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian A. 

xxii (s. xii/xiii) – seem to have stiven to eliminate the sind/sindon realisation of the present 
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indicative plural altogether (see Robert McColl Millar and Alex Nicholls, ‘Ælfric's De initio 

creaturae and London, BL Cotton Vespasian A. xxii: omission, addition, retention and 

innovation’, in Paul E. Szarmach and Joel T. Rosenthal (eds), The Preservation and 

Transmission of Anglo-Saxon Culture (Kalamazoo, 1997), 439) and the reading of the version 

of the homily for Tuesday in Rogationtide in Bodley 343 is indeed ‘þe on eorþan beoð’. The 

alteration is unlikely to have had any phonological significance, since the <e> was probably 

silent before the vowel of ond. This example should serve to indicate the complex contours of 

twelfth-century English orthographical practice, and the unevenness with which they are 

recorded in the dictionaries and handbooks.     

31 A view persuasively challenged by R. M. Liuzza, ‘Scribal Habit: the evidence of the Old 

English Gospels’, in Mary Swan and Elaine Treharne (eds), Rewriting Old English in the 

Twelfth Century (Cambridge, 2000), esp. 143-9. Liuzza’s confidence in the linguistic self-

consciousness of twelfth-century scribes finds support in the overwhelming evidence for their 

concern with regulating Latin orthography: see my forthcoming ‘Write ara when you mean 

altar, hara when you mean pig sty: Latin orthography in the twelfth century’, and, in the 

meantime, Faulkner, ‘The Uses of Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts’, 76-87. 

32 Clemoes and Eliason, British Museum, Royal 7 C. xii, 25, 26; Treharne, ‘Reading from the 

Margins’, 341, 342. 

33 In the copy of Ælfric’s De initio creaturae in Cotton Vespasian A. xxii, for example, where 

wisdom is explained as se sune and wile with ali gast: Richard Morris (ed.), Old English 

Homilies, first series, EETS o. s. 29, 34 (London, 1867-8), 5-6, discussed Millar and 

Nicholls, ‘Ælfric's De initio creaturae’, 436-7. In fact, it seems Ælfric was content for the 

first series of Catholic Homilies to circulate with explanatory glosses: in Royal 7 C. xii, 

arleasra is glossed .i. impiorum in the text hand (fol. 170r/4) and bist astigen is glossed 

suspenderis in a contemporary hand (fol. 209v/20). However only one Late Hand alteration 
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has the syntax of a gloss, the interlined explanation ꝥ is se deofol to þam drictene, clarifying 

þa genealæhte se costnere (fol. 57r/5). 

34 Ælfric’s original words are frequently underlined to indicate they should be deleted (e. g. 

fol. 93v/15), or, less commonly, erased (e. g. 58r/12). The scribe’s haste may explain why he 

did not invariably indicate the original words should be ignored. Copyists do seem to have 

incorporated such interventions into the text: Celia Sisam, ‘The Scribal Tradition of the 

Lambeth Homilies’, Review of English Studies, n. s. 2 (1951), 112; Mary Swan, ‘Ælfric's 

Catholic Homilies in the Twelfth Century’, in Mary Swan and Elaine Treharne (eds), 

Rewriting Old English in the Twelfth Century (Cambridge, 2000), 73.   

35 For example the Early Hand’s preference for onhrōp instead of ōga (fol. 78v/14 etc). No 

derivative of onhrōp is listed in MED (though the simplex is included, attested only in 

Laȝamon’s formulaic phrase ‘wop and rop’), and though the noun is used in the Wintney 

Rule of St Benedict, it appears corrupted as unrot in a homily from Bodley 343 (A. O. 

Belfour (ed.), Twelfth-Century Homilies in MS. Bodley 343, Part I, EETS o. s. 137 (London, 

1909), 52/29). Ōga, by contrast, survives in poetic and proverbial use throughout the Middle 

Ages (MED oue, n.). Accordingly, it seems likely this substitution was stylistically 

motivated. 

For the term ‘modernization’, see Millar and Nicholls, ‘Ælfric's De initio creaturae ‘, 437; 

Andreas Fischer, ‘The Hatton MS of the West Saxon Gospels: the preservation and 

transmission of Old English’, in Paul E. Szarmach and Joel T. Rosenthal (eds), The 

Preservation and Transmission of Anglo-Saxon Culture (Kalamazoo, 1997), 357; Stephen 

Morrison, ‘L’Angleterre au XIIe siècle: rupture ou continuité littéraire?’, in Colette 

Stévanovitch (ed.), L’articulation langue – littérature dans les textes médiévaux anglais, vol. 

1 (Nancy, 1999), 139. I am grateful to Jean-Pascal Pouzet for sending me a copy of the last 

article. 
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36 See Bruce Mitchell, Old English Syntax, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1985), §§132-5; also Tauno F. 

Mustanoja, A Middle English Syntax (Helsinki, 1960), 643-6. Such syntactic changes are rare, 

but another is found at fol. 56v/21-2, where the Late Hand alters the active, impersonal 

construction þe man nu beforan eow rædde to the passive þe nu beforan eow gerædde wes. 

The infrequency of syntactic changes is surprising: Eric Stanley (personal communication) 

points out that Laȝamon archaized orthography and inflectional morphology but not syntax, 

which suggests Old English syntax had evolved so rapidly by the time he wrote that he was 

unable to imitate it.  

37 Dorothy Bethurum (ed.), The Homilies of Wulfstan (Oxford, 1957), 157-65 (lls. 150-1). I 

defend the suggestion that this insertion is an example of mnemonic transmission below. 

38 Compare Clemoes and Eliason, British Museum, Royal 7 C. xii, 27. The cross may 

additionally have invited the reader to cross himself. 

39 On the dating of twelfth-century English vernacular minuscule, see Treharne, ‘Dates and 

Origins’; Elaine M. Treharne, ‘The Production and Script of Manuscripts Containing English 

Religious Texts in the First Half of the Twelfth Century’, in Mary Swan and Elaine M. 

Treharne (eds), Rewriting Old English in the Twelfth Century (Cambridge, 2000), 11-40. 

40 e. g. hollewite for hellewite (fol. 56r/25); hact for nact (fol. 74r/23); wordde for worolde 

(fol. 95r/4); bruee for brune (fol. 95r/12). 

41 This accords fairly well with existing opinion: Ker dated the hand s. xiiex, a dating which 

Eliason commented was ‘linguistically rather late’. See Ker, Catalogue, 325; Clemoes and 

Eliason, British Museum, Royal 7 C. xii, 25n7. 

42 It is found in Cambridge, Trinity College, R. 17. 1 (987) [‘The Eadwine Psalter’], fol. 10r 

(an English note on a comet, written in a script which is fundamentally Caroline); Vespasian 

D. xiv, fol. 67v (s. xiimed); Bodley 343, fol. 154v [art. 76] (s. xii/xiii); Oxford, Bodleian 

Library, Laud misc. 636 [‘The Peterborough Chronicle’], fol. 89v [annal 1137]; and the 
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Textus Roffensis (where the form is especially frequent in the cartulary, fols. 119-222). See 

Ker, Catalogue, xxx; Treharne, ‘Production and Script’, 29-30, 36. Ker also finds it in an 

earlier manuscript, Oxford, Bodleian Library, Junius 85 + 86 (SE England, s. ximed), fols. 2v, 

12-16v, 25-33v, 34r/1-4. Here, the letter is distinguished from low s only by a final upward 

curve added to the headstroke.  

43 LAEME judged such spellings ‘not usable’ for their purpose of producing a ‘survey of 

linguistic variation in the period 1150-1325’: Margaret Laing and Roger Lass, ‘Preliminaries’ 

(pubd online 2007) <http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/laeme1/pdf/Introchap1.pdf>, 8, 10, last 

accessed 4 August 2010. 

44 One exception is Willy Schlemilch, Beiträge zur Sprache und Orthograhie spätaltengl. 

Sprachdenkmäler der Übergangszeit (Halle, 1914). Schlemilch collected his data from 

nineteenth-century German theses rather than the manuscripts themselves. Modern scholars 

would also disagree with the dates he assigns to many texts, though his work remains a useful 

resource. Fortunately, modern critical editions provide more reliable evidence, in particular 

Susan Irvine (ed.), Old English Homilies from MS Bodley 343, EETS o. s. 302 (Oxford, 

1993), lv-lxxvii; R. M. Liuzza (ed.), The Old English Version of the Gospels, vol. 2, EETS o. 

s. 314 (Oxford, 2000), 174-96. 

45 For a similar reluctance to offer a phonological interpretation of spellings, see D. G. 

Scragg, ‘Spelling Variations in Eleventh-Century English’, in Carola Hicks (ed.), England in 

the Eleventh Century: proceedings of the 1990 Harlaxton Symposium (Stamford, 1992), 347-

54. It should be possible to provide a phonological interpretation of the spellings when all the 

data has been collected. 

46 It has been suggested his language is South-Western, but the localisation is not compelling: 

Clemoes and Eliason, British Museum, Royal 7 C. xii, 25-6. The medieval provenance of the 

manuscript is unfortunately unknown, and cannot help locate the scribe. 
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47 For one hierarchy, see Yaron Matras, Language Contact (Cambridge, 2009), 232. 

48 Hogg §§5.211, 5.212; Brunner §10; Jordan §§58, 65. His conservatism contrasts with 

Orrm’s contemporary decision to begin eliminating <eo> spellings part way through 

composing his text: J. E. Turville-Petre, ‘Studies on the Ormulum MS’, Journal of English 

and Germanic Philology, 46 (1947), 6-13. 

49 For the progress of this sound change, see Brunner §4; Jordan §44. Both the Katherine 

Group and the Ormulum  preserve the <a> spelling. 

50 Irvine (ed.), Bodley 343, lvii. 

51 The most egregious are þeou\æ/don (fol. 72v/10) and lafeord (fol. 81r/8). On the reduction 

of qualitative distinctions in the system of unstressed vowels, see Hogg §6.62; Jordan §133. 

52 Though he was not an ‘Anglo-Norman scribe’, on which controversial term see W. W. 

Skeat, ‘The Proverbs of Alfred’, Transactions of the Philological Society, 23 (1896), 399-

418; Cecily Clark, ‘The Myth of “The Anglo-Norman Scribe”’, in Matti Rissanen, Ossi 

Ihalainen, Terttu Nevalainen and Irma Taavitsainen (eds), History of Englishes: new methods 

and interpretations in historical lingustics (Berlin, 1992), 117-129. 

53 Brunner §38.1; Jordan §179. The spelling occurs in folch (fol. 53v/2, 3); wurch (fol. 

56r/19); weorche (fol. 58v/15); hilche (fol. 61r/18); þanc\h/igan (fol. 76r/10); speche (fols. 

92v/20, 93v/1). Such spellings are a feature of Group B of the Lambeth Homilies: Sisam, 

‘Scribal Tradition’, 107. 

54 Behouede (fol. 56v/24): see Brunner §36, Jordan §214. Though the spelling is sometimes 

attributed to Anglo-Norman influence, it is also found in Beowulf 1799 hliuade and several 

other late-tenth-century manuscripts. A related spelling (staþelwest, fol. 58r/12) uses <w>, a 

practice also found in the ME Genesis and Exodus. 

55 On the early loss of DAT PL –um, see Millar and Nicholls, ‘Ælfric's De initio creaturae’, 

441. Contrast Irvine, ‘Linguistic Peculiarities’, 239.  
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56 For discussion of the philologist’s assumption that scribes ‘wrote as they spoke’, see E. G. 

Stanley, ‘Karl Luick’s “Man schrieb wie man sprach” and English Historical Philology’, in 

Dieter Kastovsky, Gero Bauer and Jacek Fisiak (eds), Luick Revisited (Tübingen, 1988), 311-

34.   

57 Though its absence is somewhat misleading. A search of LAEME reveals that the verb is 

preserved in the Wintney Rule of St Benedict (mærsiað) and the Tremulous Hand’s copy of 

Ælfric’s Grammar and Glossary (mærsie), texts otherwise considered ‘Middle English’ by 

the compilers of MED. 

58 MED onbrirden (v.), citing Belfour (ed.), Twelfth-Century Homilies, 134/28. The homily 

(Cameron B3.4.4) is also found in Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 178, pp. 1-270 [+ 162, 

pp. 139-60] (s. xi1, prov. Worcester), pp. 141-2. See also MED onbrirdnesse (n.), with four 

attestations, all late copies of OE texts. 

59 HTE inflamed with passion, where the only early synonyms listed are fire-hot < fyrhat 

(attested a1000, 1398), the French borrowing eschaufed (from c1374) and the Latin loan 

inflammate (from c1450). 

60 This collocation had some currency as a writ formula during the reign of Edward the 

Confessor and occurs in Harmer (ed.), Anglo-Saxon Writs, nos. 77, 85, 98, 102 (Sawyer nos. 

1121, 1129, 1142, 1146). It is also found in the Old English Heptateuch (Deut 31:7, 

translating robustus) and the CCCC 303 Life of St Margaret (in Mary Clayton and Hugh 

Magennis (eds), The Old English Lives of St Margaret (Cambridge, 1994), §4, l. 24).  

61 MED neilnesse (n.), attested in F. Holthausen (ed.), Vices and Virtues, EETS o. s. 89, 159 

(London, 1888-1921), 45/17. MED also cites three examples from late copies of Old English 

homilies. 

62 CCCC 303 substitutes gegaran (= OE gearwe), while the scribe of Bodley 343 writes 

gerele (= OE gyrela).   
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63 For introductory discussions of the difficulties of explaining semantic change, see M. L. 

Samuels, Linguistic Evolution with special reference to English (Cambridge, 1972), 64-79; 

Jeremy J. Smith, An Historical Study of English: function, form and change (London, 1996), 

112-40. 

64 DOE flǣsclicnes (Noun, f., cl. 2). 

65 MED flēshlīnes(se (n.), with the primary sense ‘the physical nature of man’ and the 

perjorative meaning ‘pleasure, sexual indulgence’. The twelfth-century manuscripts CCCC 

302, CCCC 303 and Bodley 343 all retain flæsclicnysse. 

66 Further examples include the replacement of 7 heora æftergengan with 7 þa ȝode men þa 

æfter hom come (fol. 72v/1) and the interlineation of him hirsumie as a substitution for 

underþeo(d)de sind (fol. 92v/23). 

67 MED thiggen (v). OED2 thig (v.) suggests the semantic development can be attributed to 

the influence of ON þiggja, and dates the change to c. 1150. 

68 MED yernfulness (n).  

69 The narrower focus on grace is perfectly compatible with Ælfric’s general view, morely 

clearly expressed elsewhere, which was that no-one could be saved except through God’s 

mercy: Lynne Grundy, Books and Grace: Ælfric’s theology (London, 1991), 115-47 

(discussing the Palm Sunday passage at 136-7). The Late Hand’s alteration ensured Ælfric 

would not be misunderstood.  

70 MED temple (n1), 1a, 1c. 

71 OED2 temple (n1); AND1 temple (n1). 

72 For example several studies of the two post-Conquest copies of the West-Saxon Gospels 

(London, British Library, Royal 1 A. xiv (s. xii2); and Oxford, Bodleian Library, Hatton 38 

(s. xii4/4)): Fischer, ‘The Vocabulary of Very Late Old English’; Fischer, ‘Hatton MS’; Saara 

Nevanlinna, ‘Lexical Variation in the Old English Gospel Manuscripts and a Note on 
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Continuation’, in Terttu Nevalainen and Leena Kahlas-Tarkka (eds), To Explain the Present: 

studies in the changing English language in honour of Matti Rissanen (Helsinki, 1997), 135-

48. See also Christine Franzen, The Tremulous Hand of Worcester (Oxford, 1991), 166-7; 

Oliver M. Traxel, Language Change, Writing and Textual Interference in Post-Conquest Old 

English Manuscripts: the evidence of Cambridge, University Library, Ii. 1. 33 (Frankfurt am 

Main, 2004), 265-6. 

73 The MED’s coverage nominally begins at 1100, but the paucity of spontaneously-

composed English from the twelfth century led to the inclusion of some late copies of Old 

English texts, such as the homilies in Bodley 343. See Robert E. Lewis and Mary Jane 

Williams, Middle English Dictionary: plan and bibliography, 2nd ed. (Ann Arbor, 2007), 7. 

On OED’s limited coverage of early Middle English, see E. G. Stanley, ‘OED and the Earlier 

History of English’, in Lynda Mugglestone (ed.), Lexicography and the OED: pioneers in the 

untrodden forest (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 126-55. On likely revisions in 

OED3, see Charlotte Brewer, Treasure-House of the Language: the living OED (New Haven, 

2007), 252-3. 

74 Franzen, The Tremulous Hand of Worcester, 163. 

75 Brief, unsystematic discussions of lexical substitutions in individual manuscripts are 

relatively common, for example Morris (ed.), Old English Homilies, first series, xi-xii; Sisam, 

‘Scribal Tradition’, 112n1; Mary P. Richards, ‘MS Cotton Vespasian A. xxii: the Vespasian 

Homilies’, Manuscripta, 22 (1978), 98; E. G. Stanley, ‘The Treatment of Late, Badly 

Transmitted and Spurious Old English in a Dictionary of That Language’, in Alfred 

Bammesberger (ed.), Problems of Old English Lexicography: studies in memory of Angus 

Cameron (Regensburg, 1985), 346; Millar and Nicholls, ‘Ælfric's De initio creaturae’, 437; 

Swan, ‘Old English Made New’, 9-10; Morrison, ‘L’Angleterre au XIIe siècle’, 139; 
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Treharne, ‘English in the post-Conquest Period’, 405; Treharne, ‘Making their Presence Felt’, 

413.  

76 Belfour (ed.), Twelfth-Century Homilies, 54/22. This homily (Cameron B3.2.11) is found 

in four pre-Conquest manuscripts. For the two hands found in Bodley 343, see Ker, 

Catalogue, 374-5. 

77 The homily for the second homily in Lent (art. 28) is part of Irvine’s section (d), while the 

Palm Sunday homily (art. 38), is part of section (e).  

78 e. g. the Early Hand, who replaces dolgswæð with wund twice in the homily for the Sunday 

after Easter (fols. 81r/2, 81r/5), then allows two instances to stand unmodified (fol. 82v/20).   

79 For the terms ‘active’ and ‘passive repetoire’ see OED3 passive (adj. and n.), 11; and, in 

the context of orthography, Michael Benskin and Margaret Laing, ‘Translations and 

Mischsprachen in Middle English Manuscripts’, in Michael Benskin and M. L. Samuels 

(eds), So Meny People, Longages and Tonges: Philological Essays in Scots and Mediaeval 

English Presented to Angus McIntosh (Edinburgh, 1981), §2.2.1. 

80 Bella Millett and Jocelyn Wogan-Browne (eds), Medieval English Prose for Women: from 

the Katherine Group and Ancrene Wisse, (Oxford, 1992), 82-5. Bodley 34 reads ‘i þe moneð 

þet ure ledene, þet is ald Englis, Efterliðe inempnet’, while Royal 17 A. xxvii has ‘i þe moneð 

þat on ure ledene is – ald Englis – Efterlið inempnet’: Francis M. Mack (ed.), Seinte 

Marherete þe Meiden ant Martyr, EETS o. s. 193 (London, 1934), 52-3, discussing the 

disparity at 81 (on which see also S. R. T. O. d'Ardenne (ed.), Þe Liflade ant te Passiun of 

Seinte Iuliene, EETS o. s. 248 (Oxford, 1960), xl).  The passage is discussed briefly by 

Andrew Galloway, ‘Middle English as a Foreign Language, to “us” and “them” (Gower, 

Langland, and the Author of The Life of St. Margraret)’, Studies in Medieval and 

Renaissance Teaching, 14 (2007), 99-100. I am grateful to Professor Galloway for sending 

me a copy of his article. 
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81 DOE æfterra, 2.a.; MED æfter- (prefix), 2. (g). In his discussion of the English calendar 

in chapter XVI of De temporum ratione, Bede states that both June and July were called Lida, 

since during both the weather was pleasant and suited sailing (Charles W. Jones (ed.), Bedae 

opera de temporibus (Cambridge MA, 1943), 213-4). 

82 See MED old, 7. (a), ‘belonging to antiquity or to a period now past; ancient, archaic; 

former, earlier; also, belonging to the recent past, earlier in one's lifetime; ~ english, old-

fashioned, archaic, or obsolete English’, where this passage is cited; and now OED3 Old 

English (n. and adj.), 1.  

83 We might also note the use of the noun tintrohe (OE tintrega) in this passage, a noun 

which, a generation earlier, the Late Hand replaced with hellewite (fol. 56r/18). Outside 

twelfth-century copies of Old English texts, ME tintrege is attested only in the Katherine 

Group. One wonders if this is another ald englisc word deliberately preserved by the author 

or authors.     

84 J. S. Brewer, James F. Dimock and G. F. Warner (eds), Giraldi Cambrensis Opera, RS 21, 

vol. 6 (London, 1867), 177-8. I discuss this passage in more detail in ‘Gerald of Wales and 

Standard Old English’, Notes and Queries, n. s. 58 (2011), 19-24. 

‘Likewise in the southern limits of England, and particularly around Devon, the English 

language today seems rather rustic (incomposita). It, however, showing its great age, while 

the Northern parts of the island have been greatly corrupted by the frequent invasions of 

Danes and Norwegians, heeds the character (proprietate) of the original language and the 

ancient mode of speech. You can know this with certitude, because you will find all the 

English books of Bede, Hrabanus, King Alfred and everyone else to be written according to 

the character of this language (idiomatis)’. 

85 e. g. William of Malmesbury, Gesta Pontificum Anglorum ed. M. Winterbottom and R. M. 

Thomson, vol. 1 (Oxford, 2007), III. Pro. 
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86 E. G. Stanley, ‘Laȝamon's Antiquarian Sentiments’, Medium Aevum, 38 (1969), 25-37; 

George B. Jack, ‘Archaizing in the Nero Version of Ancrene Wisse’, Neuphilologische 

Mitteilungen, 80 (1979), 325-6. Contemporary Anglo-Norman writers may also have noticed 

this disparity between written and spoken English. See, for example, Waldef ed. A. J. Holden 

(Geneva, 1984), lls. 39-44: ‘Quant li Norman la terre pristrent / Les granz estoires puis 

remistrent / Qui des Engleis estoient fetes, / Qui des aucuns ierent treites, / Pur la gent qui 

dunc diverserunt / E les languages si changerunt’ (‘When the Normans seized the land, the 

great estoires that the English had made were displaced in favour of others because of the 

different population and linguistic change’, trans. Rosamund Field, ‘Waldef and the Matter of 

/ with England’, in Judith Weiss, Jennifer Fellows and Morgan Dickson (eds), Medieval 

Insular Romance: translation and innovation (Cambridge, 2000), 32-3). The ‘linguistic 

change’ may refer not just to the replacement of English by French as the premier vernacular 

literary language, but also to rapid changes in spoken twelfth-century English.   

87 The form ȝemeȝon, morphologically PRET 3 SG but grammatically the PAST PART of a strong 

verb, is rather baffling. 

88 Bethurum (ed.), Homilies of Wulfstan, 126/66, 162/122, 230/84-5. In each case, the word 

immediately preceding the clause is hellewite, as here. 

89 Mary Swan, ‘Memorialised Readings: manuscript evidence for Old English homily 

composition’, in Phillip Pulsiano and Elaine Treharne (eds), Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts and 

their Heritage (Aldershot, 1998), 205-17; Loredana Teresi, ‘Mnemonic Transmission of Old 

English Texts in the Post-Conquest Period’, in Mary Swan and Elaine M. Treharne (eds), 

Rewriting Old English in the Twelfth Century (Cambridge, 2000), 98-116. 

90 Jonathan Wilcox, ‘Wulfstan and the Twelfth Century’, in Mary Swan and Elaine M. 

Treharne (eds), Rewriting Old English in the Twelfth Century (Cambridge, 2000), 83-97. 
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91 A similar stylistic trend is identified in the Lambeth Homilies by Swan, ‘Old English Made 

New’, 9. 

92 Seafarer 82. It is also found, for instance, in Ælfric’s homily for the Feast of St Andrew 

(Clemoes (ed.), Ælfric's Catholic homilies: the first series, 508/26) and the Katherine Group 

(Millett and Wogan-Browne (eds), Medieval English Prose for Women, 72/4, 100/33). For 

further examples and discussion, see Dorothy Bethurum, ‘The Connection of the Katherine 

Group with Old English Prose’, Journal of English and Germanic Philology, 34 (1935), 

562n29. 

Wælhreow, ‘cruel, fierce, savage’, is a Type B word (see MED wæl-reow (adj)). 

93 Compare ac cwæð \to þan deofle/ (fol. 58v/17), the replacement of he with se deofel at fol. 

58v/21, the substitution of Iohannes for he and þes engles for his (fol. 59v/17) etc.  

94 This may be because frumscapenan was obsolescent (see MED frum-scepen (ppl.), with 

one quotation from the Lambeth Homilies). 

95 For example, Richards, ‘MS Cotton Vespasian A. xxii’, 98; Millar and Nicholls, ‘Ælfric's 

De initio creaturae’,  434; Treharne, ‘Making their Presence Felt’, 411. 

96 Laura Ashe (personal communication) suggests the annotator’s audience may have simply 

been posterity, like some twelfth-century Anglo-Norman authors. Wace’s Roman de Rou 

claims the human fame will die  ‘si par clerc nen est mis en livre; / ne poet par el durer ne 

vivre’ (‘unless it is set down in a book; it cannot survive or live on in any other way’): Glyn 

S. Burgess (ed. and trans.), Roman de Rou (Jersey, 2002), Part III, lls 141-2.  

97 MED ifēre (n). The noun developed the sense ‘spouse’ and it is possible this semantic 

expansion factored into the Late Hand’s decision to alter the reading. 

98 MED brōther (n), 4b (‘fellow member of a religious order; also, one who has become an 

associate or benefactor of a religious house’). The same inference is drawn by Treharne, 
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‘Reading from the Margins’, 342-3, but note DOE brōþor (noun, m., cl. 6), 2.f.i. (‘referring 

to a co-religionist; fellow-Christian in affectionate address’), a sense well attested in Ælfric.  

99 e. g. Cambridge, University Library, Gg. 3. 28 (s. x/xi, Cerne?, prov. Durham); Cambridge, 

Trinity College, B. 15. 34 (369) (s. ximed, prob. Canterbury CC). Some of these alterations are 

printed in the apparatus of J. C. Pope (ed.), Homilies of Ælfric: a supplementary collection, 

EETS o. s. 259, 260, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1967-8); Malcolm Godden (ed.), Ælfric's Catholic 

homilies: the second series: text, EETS s. s. 5 (London, 1979). 

100 e. g. the copies of Ælfric’s Palm Sunday homily (CH 1, 14) discussed by Swan, ‘Old 

English Made New’. 

101 For example, in their version of Ælfric’s simile of the devil as a large fish tempted by the 

bait of Christ’s incarnation into swallowing the hook of his divinity in his Palm Sunday 

homily, the Lambeth Homilies replace angel with hoc: Morris (ed.), Old English Homilies, 

first series, 123/21-4. Writing at most one generation earlier, the Late Hand does not modify 

angel. 


